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The CO:RE Cards deck is designed as a prompt to help forge connections and 
facilitate conversations on innovation in a collaborative dialogue environment. This 
COllaborative and REflective deck is developed based on Research and Development 
(R&D) and user-centred design prompts, and can be used to encourage a shared 
understanding around the ‘language’ of R&D and design-led innovation.
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CO:RE Cards could ignite a discussion exploring different perspectives on subjects, 
terminologies and topics related to R&D and innovation. There are four categories that 
represent different prompts for discussion including:

Assumptions: This category contains the common assumptions surrounding 
innovation or R&D. Participants are to discuss and articulate in what ways these 
assumptions are relevant to their personal practice, experience, and background.

The Blank Canvas: This category allows different perspectives and ideas for 
participants to complete a statement relating to innovation and R&D. The 
understanding of words, phrases, or any clue present in the incomplete statement 
may stem from their experience or background.

Ts & Cs: This is an interplay of common terminologies and conditions surrounding 
innovative practices, innovation and UCD experiences with clients and users. This one-
word game allows participants to discuss various interpretations for re-defining or 
co-defining common terms or re-learning basic terminology.

This or That: Although set up for participants to choose between two opposite choices, 
this may not always be the case. It opens an opportunity for critical discussion about 
the order of importance or negligence of necessary elements needed in a project or 
process, and whether it is wise to choose between the two choices given. This game’s 
format is inclined towards a debate session.
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SHARE WITH US!

We would love to know how you have used CO:RE Cards or how the deck has helped 
you in your current practice. Feel free to tag us on Instagram.

If you would like to share your comments, insights or feedback, please drop us an email 
at ssuhaimi@pdr-design.com

Further Reading:

(In Press) Suhaimi, SN, Walters, A, Ward, J. “Ideas are really...”  — Supporting 
Collaborative Dialogues and Community of Practice for Innovation via CO:RE Cards. 
Proceedings of the Design Society. 2024.

CO:RE Cards © 2023 by PDR - CARDIFF METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY is licensed 
under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 
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Media Cymru is an initiative funded by UK Research and Innovation’s (UKRI) Strength 
in Places Fund as well as Cardiff Capital Region, Welsh Government (Creative Wales) 
and match funding from industry and university partners.

Media Cymru is a Consortium of 22 partner organisations all with one aim.

If you have any questions about this publication or our work, please contact:

Prof Andrew Walters
atwalters@pdr-design.com
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